
COMMERCIAL OFFER FORM 

№ Requirements Brief information 

1.  Full company name, 

year of foundation, PIN * 

JSC Tulinovsky Instrument-making plant TVES Since 1942 

2.  Type of activity * Production and sale of weight measuring equipment, high 

precision medical equipment, LED products, TNP. 

3.  Full name of the Manager * Solodkov Evgeny Ivanovich 

4.  Goods/services offered for export 

(including FEACN, articles, 

technical specifications, etc.).* 

Medical equipment, trade scales 8423109000, 8423813000, 

9018908409,8421398007, 9031809100 8479899708 

5.  Availability of certificates, 

permits, licenses, etc. * 

See all certificates and licenses. on the website 

http://www.tves.com.ru in the "Certificates" section 

6.  Possibility of warranty and 

service maintenance abroad 

Subject to the conclusion of a contract with the relevant 

company 

7.  Countries: 

- in which the company currently 

sells goods/services; 

- potential partner 

Kazakhstan 

8.  Basic prices, discounts and terms 

of provision 

With interest and fruitful cooperation, there is a possibility of 

considering additional discounts. Base prices are listed on the 

website 

9.  Scope and terms of delivery 

(minimum / maximum lot of 

goods, transportation, storage) 

It is considered individually according to applications 

10.  Terms of sale of products (direct 

negotiations, tenders, through the 

exchange) 

Directly from the company, because it is mandatory to issue a 

certificate ST-1 

11.  Postal address, phone number, 

website, e-mail, (English-

speaking contact person) * 

E-mail: info@tves.com.ru http://www.tves.com.ru 392511, 

Russia, Tambov region, Tambov district, Tulinovka village, 

Pozdnyakov str., 3 Tel. (4752) 617044, 713630, 712605 There 

are no English speakers, if necessary, there is an opportunity 

to attract an interpreter from outside 

12.  Additional information, 

comments 

 

*  required fields. 

 

The approximate form of the commercial offer is made according to the requirements of 

the Ministry of foreign Affairs of the Republic of Belarus. 



Important: the commercial offer is prepared in Russian (when sent to the CIS countries) 

and corresponding foreign languages (when sent to countries outside the CIS). In case of 

sending to countries with rare languages - in English. 

 

Gomel branch of the BelCCI will provide services on formation and professional 

translation into foreign languages (according to tariffs, with the use of a flexible 

discount system). 


